In this paper, a a hybrid coding system of lossless and lossy base is introduced for compressing medical images, where the slected seed predictive coding of approximation subband, and the detail subbands of hierarical scheme of wavelet transform exploited, respectively. The test results indicate that the suggested method can lead to promising performance using various thresholding values and extended schem.
techniques fall into two categories: namely lossless and lossy depending on the redundancy type exploited, where lossless also called information preserving or error free techniques, in which the image compressed without losing information that rearrange or reorder the image content, and are based on the utilization of statistical redundancy of alone of low compression ratio, such as Huffman coding, Arithmetic coding and Lempel-Ziv algorithm, while lossy which remove content from the image, which degrades the compressed image quality, and are based on the utilization of psycho-visual redundancy, either solely or combined with statistical redundancy, of high compression ratio such as vector quantization, fractal, transform coding and JPEG [3] .
Lossless image coding, due to its unique attributes and applications in medical and satellite photographs, has attracted lots of attentions since its inception. However, because of the local similarity or correlation (statistical dependency) of image pixels in natural images, seldom can a lossless coding scheme achieve a compression ratio of more than 4:1 [1, 2] . In conventional lossless coders, the predictive coders used widely due to its simplicity, symmetry of encoder and decoder and flexibility of use are the most significant advantages of this technique. Simply, it is based on utilizing the image directly within the spatial domain, by modelling the correlation or statistical dependency embedded between neighbouring pixels, where each pixel's value can be predicted or estimated from nearby or neighbouring pixels. The difference between the actual pixel value and the predicted pixel value is referred to as the residual or prediction error that is encoded, because of the reduced image information compared to the original image, so the idea is to store and transmit the prediction model coefficients and the residual, which should be easier and more efficient to compress. On the other hand that characterized by lower compression ratio, where the performance is quite strongly affected by the modelling formula and image details or characteristics [2] . This paper is concerned with improving the performance of lossless coding technique to provide high compression ratio, while retaining high quality images (minimum degradation) using a hybrid selected seed predictive coding of wavelet transform of multi resolution base to exploit the medical image redundancy effectively. The rest of paper organized as follows, section 2 contains comprehensive clarification of the proposed system; the results for the proposed system and the conclusions, is given in sect ions 3 and 4, respectively.
Proposed System
The proposed technique incorporated both the wavelet transform of multi resolution coefficients base along with the selected seed predictive coding, by using the following steps, the layout of the suggested system is illustrated in figure (1).
Step 1: Load the input uncompressed image I of size N×N that corresponds to high resolution image.
Step 2: Perform wavelet transform that decompose I image into four quadrants of approximation and detail sub bands (I LL , I LH , I HL and I HH ) respectively, each of size (N/2×N/2), where each sub bands (approximation and details) compressed differently. In other words that the I LL , I LH , I HL and I HH sub band partitions indicate the approximation image (average image) and the images with horizontal edges, vertical edges and diagonal edges respectively.
Step 3: Apply the predictive coding of selective seed values techniques on the approximation sub band (I LL ) (i.e., highly correlated) that explained in the following sub steps:
1-Partition the I LL sub band into non overlapping blocks of fixed size n×n, the seed values of the first raw and first column of each block is utilized corresponding to the left and bottom seed values.
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2-Create the predicted image using the seed values, where the left bottom pixels predicted based on the horizontal and vertical differences according to equations below (1-6), for more details see [4] . The predicted image depends on the lowest difference values of either horizontal or vertical difference values of the current pixel value or the left bottom value [4] . In other words, the predicted image created by computing the horizontal and vertical differences using the current pixel and the left bottom pixel, the lowest difference is adopted.
3-Find the residual (residue) as the difference can be computed as a difference between the original image I LL and the predicted one and encode the information of seed and residual values using the Huffman coding technique.
Step 4: Since the details sub bands coefficients (I LH , I HL and I HH ) are very small (i.e., less correlated) they can be set to zero without significantly changing the image [5] , but here we restricted to medical images where keeping all the image information is prioritised as much as possible, the following sub steps are applied [6] To reconstruct the decompressed image all the above mentioned steps are reversed, where the decoder exploits the information received from the encoder to reconstruct the lossless approximation sub band image (I LL ), by first utilizing the seed values to build a predicted sub band image, and then adding the residual to the prediction, such that:
The lossless approximation sub band image (I LL ) and the detailed sub bands coded information (I LH , I HL and I HH ) used in the inverse wavelet transform to reconstruct the compressed (decoded) image.
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Finally, we have to mentioned that the previously discussed method corresponding to first level multiresolution scheme, that can be extended into several levels representing a hierarchal model base, that based on implementing the wavelet transform more than once, by exploring the approximation sub band of the preceding layer. Namely, the approximation subband (i.e., LL quadrants) of the resulting image is input of the next iteration (level), here three levels (iterations) will be sufficed (used).
Figure1 :
The Proposed System (a) Encoder & (b) Decoder.
Experimental Results
For testing the proposed system performance; it is applied on two MRI medical images (see figure 2 for an over view), all the images are gray of 256 gray levels (8 bits/pixel) but with different sizes. The tests have been performed using different block sizes {2×2}, of three wavelet base decomposition (i.e., three hierarchal levels scheme).
The suggested techniques preserved all the information of approximation subband (i.e., lossless base), while losing the insignificant information of the detail sub bands that implicitly affected by the threshold value (i.e., lossy base), so the compression ratio, which is The results are shown in tables (1 & 2) summarizes the compression ratio, PSNR of three levels representations of the two tested images. Certainly a higher compression ratio corresponds to higher degradation of the image (i.e., high distortion levels). Inversely, low compression ratios mean high quality, where there is a trade-off between the desired compression ratio and the desired quality.
It is clear that the threshold values of the detail sub bands affected by the entered percentage of the coefficients and the dimension of the level(s) used that directly relates to the technique performance in terms of compression ratio and quality.
There are a number of highlight issues need to be mentioned according the above results:
1-Obviously, as the preserved coefficients of the detail sub bands increase the quality improve with less compression ratio (i.e., small threshold leads to more significant coefficients of nonzero value).
2-By extended into hierarchal scheme more compression ratio achieved with less quality.
3-Finally, the results affected by the image details or characteristics, since the approximation base compressed using the spatial based technique.
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